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THE ROAD to the most
comprehensive sensor programme
of the aftermarket
triscan HAs
developed IT system
to strengthen car repair
shops competitiveness
customer visit
2000 km out in the
North Atlantic

PARKing SENSORs:
new product group - 70+ references

Much more than just a spare part

OE quality

Wide covering
programmes

Who are we - and what can we do?
Triscan is a 100% Danish company who has gained a strong position in the Scandinavian market and achieved heavily increasing sales in the rest of Europe. This
position has been reached through creation of concepts, marketing and distribution
of automotive spare parts for the professional free aftermarket.
Fast delivery of the right parts

More than 55,000 references

Online ordering via TriWeb/TecCom

52 product groups

High
order fill
Reservedele

Extensive quality assurance

til 52 bilmærker

Every day goods are delivered from Triscan’s 3 distribution centers in Brabrand,
Glostrup as well as Iserlohn in Germany - to 39 markets in Europe.

Brabrand, DK

Glostrup, DK

Iserlohn, D
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DEVELOPMENT OF CAR REPAIR SHOP SYSTEMS •
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The struggle for market share of the automotive aftermarket intensifies. Price,
quality and delivery speed are very important parameters, but the ability to
offer smart digital solutions - including car repair shop management systems,
is getting more and more important.
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• NEW PRODUCT GROUP: PARKING SENSORS

Our sensor program now includes a total of 12 sensor types. In this article
you will learn more about our parking sensors: What does the program
include? Where are they used? Which systems are there? How do they work?
What should you pay attention to? How do we test it?

ON CUSTOMER VISIT IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC •

12

More than 2,000 km from the western coast of Europe in the North Atlantic with
Iceland and Greenland as the nearest neighbors lies Iceland. The country, which is
best known for its spectacular landscape of volcanoes, geysers, hot springs, lava
fields and large glaciers, is also home to spare parts wholesaler AB Varahlutir,
with its total of 5 branches, which we recently took a trip to Iceland to visit.
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triscan has developed IT system
to strengthen the free car
repair shops
The struggle for market share of the automotive aftermarket intensifies. Price, quality and delivery speed are very important parameters,
but the ability to offer smart digital solutions - including car repair shop management systems, is getting more and more important.

I

n collaboration with several wholesalers and an international network
of experienced professionals with
practical experience in the development
of car repair shop management systems,
we have developed a platform, which has
internally been giving the name - TriSys. With
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CUSTOMER

The goal is to create business for all parties
by linking the car owners closer to the
car repair shop, the repair shop closer to
the wholesaler and the wholesaler closer
to Triscan. The TriSys platform is module
based and customized to the requirements
of each wholesaler. An example of this
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GARAGE
OBD-DONGLE
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this initiative, we, together with wholesalers
and their car repair shop customers,
want to secure market shares for the free
aftermarket, which in more areas is under
increasing pressure. This must be done by
adding valuable services that create loyalty
and profitability throughout the value chain.

WHOLESALER

S YS

TRISCAN

the case for the first customers using the
TriSys platform.
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In addition to your own online catalog, other
online catalogues can also be integrated
directly into TriSys. For the spare parts and
goods that are not covered by your service,
the workshop can get their favorite online
catalogs integrated into the system.
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For your car repair shop customers
With TriSys, your workshop customers can
streamline their workplace management and
customer management significantly. TriSys is
modular and can be adapted to the wishes
of the individual repair shop and expanded
as new needs arise. In TriSys, which sets
new standards for user-friendliness in the
car repair shop management systems,
everything has become much easier.

In order to get the most out of TriSys
in a car repair shop environment,
there are several ways you can choose
to operate the system.

For all platforms
TriSys can be used on both PC,
tablet and smartphone. We all have
our own preferred way to access IT
tools. With TriSys you have all the
possibilities - the choice is yours.
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This applies to planning, setting up customers
and vehicles, but also quotes, creation of job
cards and ordering of goods. For example,
data on service intervals, estimated working
hours required, parts needed and lube
specification information are integrated.
TriSys is adapted to the workshop environment and can be operated from both PC,
tablet and smartphone, but also through
large touch screens. Additionally, you also
have the possibility of using the system's
intelligent barcode reading.
In addition to the above, it is possible to
manage your own stock, access online
technical support, create a tire hotel,
integrate to digitalservicebook.com, communicate to your customers using the
SMS module, integrate an online service
calculator/booking system on your homepage and integrate to your ERP-system.

could be the development of modules for
integration to catalogs, financial systems, etc.
The possibilities for customization and the
benefits of using the system for both you as
a wholesaler, your car repair shop customers
and the car owners are diverse and the most
important ones are described in the following.

Very soon, TriSys will also include TriCon
- an affordable connectivity/OBD dongle
solution. By means of TriCon the car repair
shop will gain access to vehicle data, which
are essential in ensuring reliable operation of
customers' vehicles while avoiding unpleasant
surprises. For example, the repair shop
receives information about both current and
pending errors, mileage, battery voltage, etc.
With this information, the workshop can act
proactively to offer troubleshooting, repair and
service.

For you as a wholesaler
You can have the system adapted to your
individual needs and own modules developed.
As previously mentioned, TriSys is our
internal name on the system. However, as
a wholesaler you have the option of naming
the system yourself and having the colors of
the user interface changed to suit the visual
identity of your company. This has also been

For car owners
The advantages for car owners are especially
related to the aforementioned TriCon/
Connectivity solution. By providing the workshop access to vehicle data, reliable operation
is ensured through reminders on service
inspections and notifications regarding
imminent errors. Wholesalers in 3 countries
are already utilizing TriSys and you will soon

...future modules

operating options
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Easy operation with
touch screens
You can also choose to operate the
system via touch screen, avoiding to use
the keyboard and mouse in the workshop.

Intelligent barcode
scanning
You can of course also choose to use
barcode scanners in TriSys. Depending
on where you are in the system, TriSys
will automatically know if you are adding
a product to a work card, identifying a
product or checking your inventory.

be able to read about the car repair shops'
experiences with the system.
We have great expectations to TriSys, which
we, in cooperation with our customers,
continually develop and adapt to users' ideas
and wishes for functionality and technological
development. At the same time, it is our hope
that, with this initiative, we can contribute
forward to ensure, but also to gaining market
shares to the free aftermarket with Triscan
as a supplier 
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SMARTREP.INFO ADDRESSES
PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE
MOUNTING OF WHEEL BEARINGS
About two years ago, we launched our new concept smartrep.info. The purpose of smartrep.info is to make mechanics
aware of special conditions that are important during assembly to ensure trouble-free operation. We are not talking
about generalities here, but only about specific circumstances, which we know from our warranty-claims-statistics are
often overlooked.

O

ne of the latest smartrep.info refers
to generation 2.1. wheel bearing
for VAG, Ford, Mazda and Volvo.
We have seen many examples of warranty
claims that turned out to be due to incorrect
installation. Specifically, these problems
were caused by failing to use special tools.
Special tools are required to ensure proper
disassembly and especially installation of
these wheel bearings. This is essential to
avoid damaging the bearing.
By scanning the QR code on the wheel
bearing box and then entering the part
number on the box label, you get access to
useful information. Including which special
tools to use, how to use the individual tools and what to pay particular attention to.
Try it yourself: Go to smartrep.info and
enter 8530 67105. Here you will also find
a link to a step by step installation video:
https://youtu.be/z698uAT2VS4.
Does smartrep.info have the desired effect?
Our experience clearly shows that making
an active effort to draw attention to specific
problems related to installation, makes a
direct, measurable effect in the amount of
incoming warranty-claims.
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How many products are marked with the
smartrep.info label?
The purpose of the smartrep.info concept
is not to create as many smartrep.info as
possible. The aim is to highlight only those
products where unusual details are to
be considered, where additional effort is
required to ensure a faultless installation and thus to avoid complications. Since the
introduction of the concept more than 200
products of the following product groups
have been marked with smartrep.info labels:
• Wheel bearings/-kits, wheel hubs
• Micro-V belts and kits
• Timing belt kits - with/without water pump
• Pulleys, belt tensioner
• Handbrake cables
• Calipers
• Ignition coils
• EGR-valves
• Thermostats
• Water pumps
• Steering racks
• ABS sensores
TIP! You can download a free app for
scanning QR codes for your smartphone,
tablet or PC

Good service and complete repairs give
satisfied workshop customers
The concept could be described as helping
people to help themselves. The sooner one
"catches" a problem, the "cheaper" it will
be for the car owner, the workshop, the
wholesaler and Triscan. This holds true in
terms of time, concerned mental state and
not least of economics. In other words, we
make it easy to get it right 
Upper left: wheel bearing generation 2.1 for
VAG, Ford, Mazda og Volvo
Upper right: damaged wheel bearing, where
no required special tools have been used
Right: Product coordinator Lars Berthelsen
with wheel bearing special tools

“

„

The purpose of smartrep.info is to make the mechanics aware of special conditions
that apply during assembly, thereby ensuring trouble-free operation
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The road to the most
comprehensive sensor
programme of the aftermarket
A lot has happened since the introduction of Triscan's sensor programme. What started in 2015 as a new initiative has
now evolved into Triscan's second largest product group.

I

n the following paragraphs we look
at the development of the sensor
programme as well as the current
status in regard to coverage, whereafter
we will also take a look at the future
development.
Beginning and philosophy
After the launch in 2015, ABS sensors, wear
indicators and oxygen sensors were the first
members of our sensor family. Then special
attention was paid to sensors for engine
control - this category is today covered with a
total of eight product groups. With the latest
expansion, we introduced the next category
within the sensor program. You can read
more about this and about future expansions
at the end of this article. A large part of
the Triscan philosophy is to make it easy

for our customers to buy even rare parts.
Therefore, we are dependent on continuous
extensions within the individual sensor types
and a carefully considered extension of our
complete sensor programme.
As always, quality is paramount in the
development of our sensor programme.
Triscan sensors are not only subject to a
100% functionality test during production,
but also spot checking prior to storage. Our
internal Triscan Test Center provides all the
necessary equipment for testing which of
course also is used in our handling of claims.
The road to the widest sensor programme
in the European aftermarket
Our goal is always to offer the widest
coverage on the free aftermarket. The

sensor programme is of course no exception.
With more than 4,500 sensors, for engine
management and the braking system,
Triscan can in most cases fully service its
customers as the sole supplier. This connects
our sensor program with many of our other
product groups, such as cables, steering
parts and brake hoses, where we offer the
widest coverage in Europe.
Parking sensors and future prospects
Since the introduction of Triscan's sensor
programme, much has been done. We
have gone from 0 to almost 100 in just
3 years, and now we have taken the next
step. In October of this year a completely
new product group was introduced, namely
parking sensors. This extends the Triscan
sensor programme, which until now has only
provided sensors for the engine and brake
system, to include the body. The introduction
and expansion of a new product group is not
a one-day project, but a process. With more
than 70 references and a coverage of about
70%, the parking sensor programme have
come well from the start. But the process
continues, and soon you will find an even
better performance in terms of coverage.
In the near future you will also be able to get
a range of manifold absolute pressure (MAP)
and differential pressure sensors for the
exhaust system from Triscan 

See a few examples of how Triscan's programme coverage is relative to its closest
competitors below:
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Triscan’s market coverage of crankshaft sensors relative to the closest
competitors

Triscan’s market coverage of air flow meters relative to
the closest competitors

“

Our goal is always to be able to offer

„

the widest coverage on the free aftermarket
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NEW

PARKING SENSORS
– OUR BRAND NEW PRODUCT
GROUP
Recently, our fastest growing product family got a new member - and our sensor programme now includes a total of 12
sensor types. In this article you will learn more about our parking sensors: What does the programme include? Where
are they used? Which systems are there? How do they work? What should you pay attention to? How do we test it?

O

ur new parking sensor programme
includes more than 70 OE-quality
references. The electronic components used are sourced from leading
OEM manufacturers and each sensor
undergoes a performance test as part of
the manufacturing and quality assurance
process. Most Triscan parking sensors
are made of black plastic. The sensors
can be painted but must be painted with
a plastic primer before.

Where they are used
Parking sensors are used in systems
that assist the driver when parking or
maneuvering a vehicle by detecting and
indicating the distance to obstacles to
avoid accidents. The systems indicate
the distance of the vehicle to an
obstacle either visually, by sound or a
combination of both.

3 systems with different
technologies

UltrasoUND
system
EleCtromagnetiC
system
Camera-baseD
system
The most widely used system uses
ultrasonic sensors and is easily
recognized by the visible sensors in
the vehicle bumpers. Triscan's vehiclespecific sensors programme includes
only sensors for ultrasound systems.

The electronic components used come from leading OEM manufacturers. Each sensor
is subject to a functional test before the packaging as part of the manufacturing and
quality assurance process
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How does an ultrasound sensor work?
An ultrasonic sensor is capable of
transmitting
and
detecting
highfrequency sound waves. These sensors
can thus convert electrical voltage into
sound waves and audio waves into
electrical voltage. The sensor uses a

piezoelectric transducer whose crystals
change in size and shape when applied
to electrical power, producing sound
waves. However, the crystals can
also generate electrical voltage when
subjected to pressure, which also
allows them to detect sound waves.
The sensor can transmit and record
ultrasound in the range of 60-800 kHz.
By generating an analog output, the
sensor can measure the distance of a
given object.

Current (+)
Data
Chassis/earth (-)

Electronic
circuitry
Rubber

Ultrasonic
sensor
The sensor uses a piezoelectric transducer whose crystals change the size
and shape when current is applied and thereby generating sound waves.
The crystals can generate electrical current if force is applied to them as
well, which also enables them to capture sound waves. The sensor can
transmit and capture ultrasonic sound waves in the range of 60-800KHz.

Great differences in quality
Two of the most important components
of an ultrasonic sensor - and one of
the most common causes of sensor
malfunction - are the sensor and the
microchip. Unfortunately, there are too
many manufacturers using components
of questionable quality - causing malfunction. A Triscan parking sensor
incorporates components from leading
OEM suppliers, and each sensor was
tested for impeccable functionality
before leaving the factory.
In-house test equipment
To offer and ensure a high level of
service and quality, we continuously
invest in our own test equipment. We
have also done that in terms of parking
sensors. Our parking sensor tester is
used in the selection of manufacturers,
the development of new products, spot
checks and the handling of complaints.
Thus, among other things, we can
coordinate the quality of our products
with original products. Furthermore, it
helps giving our customers timely and
precise feedback in case of warranty
claims.
Many advantages
In other words, there are several good
reasons to take a closer look at our
new product group. A broad coverage,
good quality and competent customer
service, coupled with high delivery
capability has been known to satisfy
customers 

Triscan's sensor brochure has just been
updated and now includes the new parking
sensors.
The brochure can be downloaded on our
home page (under product overview - e.g.
ABS sensors - product information) or
ordered via auto@triscan.dk

11
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ON CUSTOMER VISIT IN THE
NORTH ATLANTIC
More than 2,000 km from the western coast of Europe in the North Atlantic with Iceland and Greenland as the nearest
neighbors lies Iceland. The country, which is best known for its spectacular landscape of volcanoes, geysers, hot springs,
lava fields and large glaciers, is also home to spare parts wholesaler AB Varahlutir, with its total of 5 branches, which
we recently took a trip to Iceland to visit.

A

B Varahlutir - in the following
ABV - is a dynamic company with
relatively young, car enthusiastic
employees. "We believe that the future
is based on product development
and IT as well as connecting the
workshops more closely to us - and
we follow current developments in our
industry very closely," said CEO Loftur
Matthiasson, who began his career
in the industry as a mechanic and
thereafter started at ABV in 2009.
The collaboration between ABV and
Triscan began in 2013. "I already
knew about Triscan before we started
our collaboration, I knew Triscan
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was known to deliver their broad
coverage program quickly. During
our collaboration, I've found that
product quality is great, and prices
are competitive. We buy brake parts,
steering parts, coil springs, wheel
bearings, drive shafts and CV joints and
sensors - and our business is growing
year by year. We see many similarities
in our values and the way we do
business. We’ve developed a close
business relationship because we have
learned that Triscan understands our
position and where we want to go. This
has led to a close and open dialogue on
how Triscan can support the further
development and trading of ABV" says

Loftur Matthiasson. Triscan's sale of
spare parts to Iceland began in the
1980s, when Triscan was still called
Tridon Scandinavia.
70% of ABV's turnover is accounted
for by workshops, of which there
are about 400 in Iceland. Half of the
workshop customers are independent,
and the other half are authorized.
The workshops in Reykjavík and the
surrounding area are supplied up to
6 times a day by ABV with a total of
8 delivery vans. In addition to spare
parts, ABV also sells tools and
workshop equipment - including lifts.
In this context, but also for teaching

and warranty claims, ABV has its own
teaching and workshop facilities.
A typical market conditions
The comparison to other European
countries makes it easy to see:
Iceland is clearly different from other
auto part-markets. The country's
isolated geographical location, limited
Country

Area (km2)

Inhabitants
(mio)

Iceland

100.000

0,33

AB Varahlutir history
ABV was founded in 1996 in the
capital of Reykjavík. Behind the
name of the company hides a funny
story. The letters AB in fact have no
meaning but were chosen exclusively
to ensure that ABV is at the top of the
alphabetical listing of Icelandic spare
part wholesalers. By the way, Varahlutir
Car park
Car park's percentage
(mio) share of the population (%)
0,22

66,67

Denmark

40.000

5,70

2,60

45,61

Germany

357.000

82,50

47,00

56,97

Sweden

447.000

10,10

5,50

54,46

population and fleet of vehicles spread
across a large area make market
conditions for a spare part wholesaler
rather unusual.
Unless you are willing to pay the price
of air freight, the goods are delivered
by ship once a week, which puts high
demands on the logistics department
of ABV. In addition, the deliveries from
the central warehouse to the two
northernmost
departments,
about
800 km away and without motorway
access, cannot be performed daily.
The average age of the Icelandic car
fleet is 12.2 years and, compared to
other European countries, it is less
varied/complex as car importers
restrict the variety of models. For the
independent Icelandic wholesalers, this
has the advantage that the number
of spare parts to be stored can be
reduced.

means "spare part" in Icelandic.
Founder Jon Palsson, the son of
the Toyota importer of Iceland, was
responsible for the purchase and sale
of spare parts in his father's company
for 25 years when he decided to start
his own business as a wholesaler
of body parts. Already in 1999, the
product range of ABV was extended
with spare parts.
In the period 2010-2016 branches in
Reykjanesbær, Akuareyri, Egilsstaðir
and Selfoss were opened and in
October 2016, the current two major
shareholders, Loftur Matthiasson and
Gunnlaugur Gudmundsson with Björgvin
Atlason, Kari Jonasson and Gudbjartur
Gudmundsson took over the company,
which today employs 35 people 

AB Varahlutirs
5 DEPARTMENTS
IN ICEland
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WE ARE EXPANDING OUR
STEERING PARTS PROGRAMME...
AND USING OUR SAMPLE STOCK FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE.

With 98% we have the widest coverage of steering parts in the european IAM but the market continues to evolve
and we stay on the ball. So far, we've added more than 340 new references to our steering parts range this year,
including many references for current and new vehicle models. This includes many references which, on the IAM, are
predominantly only available as OES.

A

s our product department continues
to expand our range of steering
parts, the program now includes
more than 7,700 references. Offering
complete coverage of the market also
means delivering rare and recently
launched parts for the aftermarket.
Here are a few examples of references
that as of September 2018 are only
offered by a few suppliers:

Amongst others suitable for
the Audi A4, from May 2015:
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You can order the following steering
parts for the BMW i8 in our TriWeb
ordering system as well as in TecDoc
and TecCom:
•
•
•
•
•
•

8500
8500
8500
8500
8500
8500

11586
11598
11599
11849
11643
11644

In our steering parts programme
you will even find articles for models
with only few registered vehicles, this
includes small- as well as luxury cars:
Already last year we included the first
steering parts for the BMW i8 into our
programme, now steering parts for the
smaller i3 are also developed and will
soon be part of the programme.
How we use our sample stock for
quality assurance of steering parts as
well as other product groups
In recent newsletters, we've reported
quite extensively on our in-house test
center. The test center is however a
small part of the measures we take
to ensure a high and reliable quality.
Another important measure in our
quality assurance process is our sample
stock. This is where we store copies of
our own and OEM parts for comparative
tests amongst other things. "The
sample warehouse helps us to ensure
a consistent quality by allowing us to
compare samples with e.g. parts from
new suppliers or to use in spot checks",
says Troels Madsen, our product
manager responsible for steering parts.
"In order to allow for detailed and thorough
comparisons, we use technical drawings
of the parts, amongst other tools. During
the development phase, we often use
3D scanners for "reverse engineering" in
cooperation with our suppliers. The 3D
scanner also allows us to compare Triscan
parts with the corresponding OEM/OES
parts. There are severeal ways of doing
3D scanning each based on different
technologies. The scanner used in our
case is based on optical scanning. The
scanner has two camaras and projector.
While different patterns are projected to
the surface of the object the camaras
are simultanously recording images from
their respective positions. By analysing the
geometrical deformation of each line in the
different patterns an exact retrieval of the
details of any object's surface is possible.
These measures allow us to assure our
customers that our product matches
the corresponding OEM product exactly",
concludes Troels Madsen 

Amongst others suitable for the Hyundai Elantra, from October 2015:

References: 7,728
Coverage: 98.36%

DID YOU KNOW:
Triscan develops and produces
steering parts
- on its own initiative.
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START
PROBLEMS AND
LACK OF TRACTION
IN PSA 1.6 HDI ENGINES?

EGR-valve 881310010

You might know someone, maybe it’s even yourself, who has speculated about the cause of starting problems, lack of
traction or increasing smoke in vehicles with a PSA 1.6 HDI engine? Then read on, to find some useful information.

F

or many, it is nothing new that
for PSA vehicles with this type of
engine starting in 2004, there
are several points to be taken into
account both before and after replacing
the EGR valve.
A small check up that can be of great
importance
If the above symptoms and possible
storage of the P0400 and/or P0100
DTCs are detected, it is advisable to
check the throttle valve of the intake
manifold before initiating EGR valve
fault detection. “The position of the
throttle valve is controlled by a small
arm and it is not uncommon for the
arm to fall off, closing the throttle
valve and blocking the air supply to the
engine," says Product Coordinator Lars
Berthelsen, adding: "However, in some
cases the symptoms may be due to a
faulty airflow meter. My experience
is that in many cases error codes
generated by the air flow meter are
not stored/recognized, in which case
it is recommended to test the air flow
meter".
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Need to adjust EGR valve
If both the throttle valve and the air
flow meter are working properly, it
may be necessary to replace the EGR
valve. When replacing the EGR valve,
the EGR valve must be adapted using
a diagnostic tester. Failure to adapt
the EGR valve will result in uneven
engine running. In addition, it results
in an extremely limited life span of the
EGR valve and oftentimes the valve
will be damaged. "We've seen several
examples of valves that were damaged
after driving just a few miles, typically
it's the head of the valve that falls
off, because the lack of adjustment
causes the valve to operate under
extremely high pressure," explains
Lars Berthelsen: "If you have problems
with the calibration of the new valve,
we recommend the use of pass-thru
diagnostic devices with regard to an
engine management update".

engine control unit. The only solution
to the problem is replacing or repairing
the engine control unit.
Severe sooting of the EGR-valve
Experience has shown that the EGR
valve is often exposed to a particularly
strong sooting in this type of engine. In
connection with the replacement of the
EGR valve we therefore recommend to
evaluate the diesel particulate filter of
the vehicle. An older particulate filter,
which has traveled many kilometers,
regenerates more frequently, which
considerably increases the load on the
EGR valve.
We also recommend using diesel
additives continuously. The use of
additives protects fuel systems and
combustion chambers from sootdeposits.
Always use additives according to the
manufacturer's instructions 

Error codes P0409, P0490, P1459
indicate a defective EGR valve. If the
EGR system can not be adjusted after
replacement, this may indicate a faulty

Fejlkode P0400:

EGR flow malfunction

Fejlkode P0100:

Air flow meter, circuit malfunction

Fejlkode P0409:

EGR sensor A circuit

Fejlkode P0490:

EGR signal too high

Fejlkode P1459:

Position indicator of the EGR valve. The valve is blocked in open condition while driving (Evap incorrect work flow)

“

„

Have you also been speculating about the cause of starting problems, lack of traction
or increasing smoke in vehicles with a PSA 1.6 HDI engine?
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CARS WITH VAG 1.4 GASOLINE
ENGINE: DO YOU EXPERIENCE
NOISE FROM THE WATER PUMP?
On vehicles with VAG 1.4 gasoline engines, you may occasionally experience noise from the water pump. The noise
usually leads to the conclusion, that the water pump should be replaced. However, it is by far not all cases where this is
necessary.

T

he vehicles covered by the
problem are equipped with a
special water pump that has
two pulleys. The inner pulley, which
operates the compressor, is switched
on and off as required, while the outer
pulley keeps rotating once the engine
is running. The activation of the inner
pulley is carried out by activating an
electromagnet
that
connects
the
two pulleys via a spring-loaded flange
mounted on the outer pulley. On the
inner pulley, the contact surface of the
flange is provided with a clutch/friction
ring.
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The noise is caused by vibrations
propagating in the water pump's outer
pulley and causing the spring-loaded
flange to vibrate at a certain rotation
speed. The clearance between the two
flanges is just a few tens of millimeters,
and therefore the contact surface of
the vibrating spring-loaded flanges
can unintentionally hit the contact
surface of the opposite flange,
causing noise.
The noise is caused by vibrations
propagating in the water pump's outer
pulley and causing the spring-loaded

Inner flange

Outer spring-loaded
flange

Inner flange

flange to vibrate at a certain rotation
speed. The clearance between the two
flanges is just a few tens of millimeters,
and therefore the contact surface of
the vibrating spring-loaded flanges can
unintentionally hit the contact surface of
the opposite flange, causing noise.

Outer spring-loaded
flange

It is our experience that the vibrations
often stem from the v-belt drive system,
for example, a defective belt tensioner
or a misalignment in the system.
Instead of changing the water pump, the
troubleshooting should focus on finding
the true source of the vibrations 

The noise can occur on cars with the following engine type (11.2005 - 08.2015):
• 1.4 FSI with engine types CAVB, BLG
• 1.4 TSI with engine types CAVA, CNWB, CTHA, CAVF, CNUB, CTHF, CTJB, CAVD,
CNWA, CTHD, CTKA, CAVC, CTHC, CTHB, BMY, BLG, BWK

Make

Model

Type

AUDI

A1 (8X1) 3-door

1.4 TFSI

AUDI

A1 (8XA) Sportback
5-door

1.4 TFSI

SEAT

ALHAMBRA (710,
711)

1.4 TSI

SEAT

IBIZA IV (6J5, 6P1)

1.4 TSI

SEAT

IBIZA IV SPORTCOUPE
(6J1, 6P5)

1.4 TSI

SEAT

IBIZA IV ST (6J8, 6P8) 1.4 TSI

SKODA FABIA II (542)

1.4 TSI RS

SKODA FABIA II Combi (545)

1.4 TSI RS

VW

BEETLE (5C1, 5C2)

1.4 TSI

VW

BEETLE Cabriolet (5C7, 1.4 TSI
5C8)

VW

EOS (1F7, 1F8)

1.4 TSI

VW

GOLF PLUS (5M1,
521)

1.4 TSI

VW

GOLF PLUS (5M1,
521)

1.4 TSI

VW

GOLF PLUS (5M1,
521)

1.4 TSI

VW

GOLF V (1K1)

1.4 TSI

VW

GOLF V (1K1)

1.4 TSI

VW

GOLF V Variant (1K5)

1.4 TSI

VW

GOLF V Variant (1K5)

1.4 TSI

VW

GOLF V Variant (1K5)

1.4 TSI

VW

GOLF VI (5K1)

1.4 TSI

VW

GOLF VI Cabriolet (517) 1.4 TSI

VW

GOLF VI Variant (AJ5)

1.4 TSI

VW

JETTA III (1K2)

1.4 TSI

VW

JETTA III (1K2)

1.4 TSI

VW

JETTA III (1K2)

1.4 TSI

VW

JETTA IV (162, 163)

1.4 TSI

VW

JETTA IV (162, 163)

1.4 TSI

VW

PASSAT (362)

1.4 TSI

VW

POLO (6R, 6C)

1.4 GTI

VW

SCIROCCO (137, 138)

1.4 TSI

VW

SHARAN II (7N)

1.4 TSI

VW

TIGUAN (5N_)

1.4 TSI

VW

TIGUAN (5N_)

1.4 TSI

VW

TIGUAN (5N_)

1.4 TSI 4motion

VW

TIGUAN (5N_)

1.4 TSI 4motion

VW

TOURAN (1T1, 1T2)

1.4 FSI

VW

TOURAN (1T1, 1T2)

1.4 TSI

VW

TOURAN (1T3)

1.4 TSI

VW

TOURAN (1T3)

1.4 TSI

• 1.4 TFSI with engine types CAVG, CTHG, CTJA
• 1.4 TSI RS with engine types CAVE, CTHE
• 1.4 GTi with the engine types CAVE, CTHE
within the brands Audi, Seat, Skoda and VW. For more information about the car models
and specific years: Enter 860029062 in Triscan's TriWeb (Ref. list.).
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WE MAKE IT EASY
TO GET IT RIGHT

“

Smartrep.info is designed to help mechanics,

„

but is beneficial to wholesalers and end users as well

TRISCAN ADDRESSES MOUNTING
ISSUES WITH SERVO PUMPS
THROUGH SMARTREP.INFO
Smartrep.info was developed for mechanics with benefits for both mechanics, wholesalers and their customers. After
nearly two years, we find that the concept is serving its purpose and that complaints within product groups covered
by the concept are dwindling. Therefore, we continue to highlight features of products where unusual details are to be
considered during assembly. The latest smartrep.info additions deal with servo pumps.

R

ecently, an analysis of our
complaints statistics has identified
recurring cases connected to
servo pumps, hence 17 new smartrep.
info assembly instructions that cover 80
servo pump article numbers have now
been uploaded. In general, it should be
noted that it is always recommendable
to clean the entire servo system before
installing new components. It is also
important to ensure that the oil used
meets the manufacturer's specifications
at least. Although the problem causes
are manifold, three primary sources
have been identified:

Filter
A recurrent problem source is related
to filters that need to be cleaned or
replaced. In some cases, it is simply
a question of removing, cleaning and
reinstalling the filter. In other cases,
it requires special thoroughness and
additional cleaning steps. There are,
however, also examples where the
filter is difficult to find and needs to be
cleaned using compressed air.

The smartrep.info supplements concerning the filters are relevant for
vehicles of the following brands:
Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen, Seat, Ford.
Accumulator
Our analysis has found several cases
where the failure of the power steering
pump was caused by a faulty accumulator.
The pumps can have one or two circuits
and the accumulators are located in
different places. In all cases, it is important
to replace the accumulator when replacing
the servo pump. In addition, various rinsing
/cleaning processes and oiling processes
are required.
The smartrep.info additions concerning
pressure accumulators are mostly
relevant for vehicles of the following
brands: Mercedes-Benz, BMW, VW,
Alfa Romeo, Audi, Citröen.
Belt
Another possible source of failure
can be the belt tensioner. Part of the
smartrep.info information for some
servo pump numbers is therefore to
replace the belt tensioner as well as the
belt when the power steering pump is
being replaced. For other part numbers
it is important to replace the inner
pulley belt that drives the compressor of

the air conditioner. Failure to do so can
lead to catastrophic failure and potential
motor-damage.
The smartrep.info supplements concerning the belt tensioners are relevant
for vehicles of the following brands:
Citröen, Ford, Volvo 

The smartrep.info process:
Uploading a new smartrep.info file is
preceded by three steps:

1 Our product management team

identifies a recurring item number in
our complaints statistics.

2 A subsequent analysis reveals that the
complaints are caused by mounting
problems. It should be noted that the
smartrep.info concept emphasizes
only products where unusual details
are to be considered, where additional
effort is required to ensure errorfree installation - and thus to avoid
complaints.

3 Our product management team will find
a solution to the installation problem,
which will be formulated and uploaded
to the smartrep.info server. There,
the information is easily accessible for
mechanics and - as our experience
shows - drastically reduces the number
of complaints.
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DEVELOPMENT AND
INVESTMENT IN TRISCAN'S
GAS SPRING PRODUCTION
Triscan has been the co-owner of a gas spring factory in Latvia for more than 6 years. Both sales and the number of
employees has increased steadily over the years, and the introduction of new production technologies as well as the
development of a new type of gas spring make us look forward to the future. Read more about these new initiatives here.

I

n the quest for competitiveness,
price and quality are important
parameters.
Particularly
in
Western countries, where labor is very
expensive by comparison, automated
processes have become necessary in
order to stay competitive.
The automated processes come with
the benefit of the quality improvements
that usually go hand in hand with
automation. One of the most recent
initiatives in our production process is
the automation of the assembly of the
gas spring piston. This is one of the
more complicated and time-consuming
processes as it involves a total of 9
workflows.
Our new production line can produce
600 pistons/hour, which previously
required two working hours. To ensure
the quality completely, a visual quality
control of every gas spring is carried
out. If the piston is not assembled
correctly, the machine will stop

System design of a "inner coil" gas spring
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immediately. We were curious to see
if the new piston assembly line put
into operation after the end of the
second quarter of 2018 would meet
expectations - we are glad to have
found out that it does.
Painting is another production process
that is about to be optimized. On the
one hand, the capacity has become
too small and, on the other, the
development of new technologies
has allowed us to make both time
(efficiency) and quality improvements. In
the third quarter of 2018, the German
Dürr Systems AG will commission
a new painting line for more than
800,000 euros. This is a system for
two-component wet paint with waterbased paint.
With the new plant, the capacity
increases from 0.8 million units/year
in three-shift operation to 2.25 million
units/year. As a result, the painting

line can now switch to a two-shift
system.
In addition to the optimization of production
processes, we also keep a critical eye open
in order to be able to recognize and enforce
possible improvements in the structural
design of gas springs. An example of this
is our own "inner coil" gas spring, which
we developed because the OE solution did
not prove to be optimal - and because the
implemented changes also resulted in an
improvement in production and price. In the
original version, called an "outer coil" gas
spring, a spring is placed on the outside
surface of the gas spring cylinder. This type
is used in cases where additional force is
required to enable the gas spring to open
a trunk lid. In our new solution, we have
succeeded in achieving the same purpose
with a spring located inside the cylinder of
the gas spring. Another advantage of our
solution is that the gas spring, in contrast to
the original version, is easy to clean 

“

„

The new production line is equipped with a vision system that performs visual quality
control and stops production if a piston is not assembled correctly

“

„

Go to Triscan's YouTube channel 'Triscan smartparts' to see

Monroe's video about the widespread banana-shaped coil springs

HOW TO MOUNT A BANANASHAPED COIL SPRING
CORRECTLY
We regularly hear about mechanics who have difficulties mounting banana springs (Side load springs/Lateral load
springs).

I

n a MacPherson strut, a compressed
coil spring will generate a force that
constantly and with varying strength
exerts a side load pressure on the shock
absorber. This condition reduces the life of
the shock absorber and its ability to ensure
comfortable driving.

A banana-shaped coil spring is designed
in such a way that it, when fitted correctly,
exerts an opposing force compensating for
the aforementioned side load pressure. This
creates a balance and leads to the best
possible working conditions for the shock
absorber, ensuring a longer lifetime.

Correct vs. incorrect
assembly

A banana-shaped coil spring is designed
in such a way that it, when fitted correctly,
exerts an opposing force compensating for
the aforementioned side load pressure. This
creates a balance and leads to the best
possible working conditions for the shock
absorber, ensuring a longer lifetime. It is only
by turning the new coil spring correctly that
it achieves its correct shape once the strut
is assembled. Generally, it will be the "flatest"
end of the spring that faces strut mount
bearing and the most "open" end facing the
shock absorber's spring seat. Furthermore,
it is important to make sure that the ends of
the coil spring are correctly positioned in the
spring seats 

If the coil spring was
turned upside down:
• The shock absorber will be exposed
to sideways pressure that reduces
the life of the shock absorber and its
ability to ensure comfortable driving
• It can cause damage to strut
bearing
• The coil spring might scratch
the inside surface of the vehicle’s
fender, causing noise and possible
deformation of the fender
Prospectively, the packaging of
side load springs will be labeled
with a QR codes leading to a fitting
instruction.
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TRISCAN ENSURES FAST DELIVERY OF THE RIGHT PARTS
When buying spare parts from Triscan, you do not only receive a product of high and uniform quality, but also a
complete item with all the necessary parts in user-friendly packaging with mounting tips, reference numbers, list of
application etc.

Products of
OE quality

Complete delivery
with all the
necessary parts

Delivery of spare
parts for even the
latest car models
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TRISCAN’S WIDE PRODUCT PROGRAMME
All Triscan’s products are manufactured in OE quality. Our product programme covers more than 97% of the
European car parc. If you choose a product group from Triscan, you can do with just one supplier.
TRANSMISSION

ENGINE
Air flow meters
Camshaft position sensors
Crankshaft position sensors
Diesel
Common rail injectors
Common rail pumps
Pump and nozzle units
Engine gaskets
Cylinder head gaskets
Gasket kits
Gasket kits w/o cyl. head gasket
Oil-pan gaskets
Valve cover gaskets
Engine parts
Camshaft kits
Lifters
Top bolts
Exhaust
Clamps
Flexible connectors
Fuel hoses
Ignition coils
Ignition wire sets
Micro-V belts, kits
Alternator pulleys
Belt tensioner units
Idlers
Micro-V belts
Pulleys
Stretch fit V-belts
V-belts
Vibration dampers
Oil plugs & gaskets
Oxygen sensors
Timing belt kits
Belt tensioners
Idlers
Micro-V belts
Oil seals
Timing belts
Vibration dampers
Timing belts, Water pump kits
Timing chain kits
Throttle bodies
Vacuum hoses
Waterpumps + Timing belt kits

Accelerator cables
Anti-friction spray
Bolt kits, flywheels
Bonnet cables
Boot kits
Choke cables
Clutches/clutch kits
Clutch cylinders
Clutch grease
Clutch hoses
Clutch release bearings
Guide bearings
Guide bushings, clutch bearings
Hydraulic release bearings
Oil seals
Clutch cables
Clutches, varíous
C.V. joints
Drive shafts
Grease
Oetiker clamps
Propeller shaft support
Shift cable
Speedometer cables
Trailer cables
Tripod joints
Tools
U-joint
Universal clamps

BODY
Gas springs
Refills for BOSCH flatblade
Steering dampers
Universal gas springs
Universal wiper refills
Washer pumps
Wiper refills

C

H

COOLING SYSTEM

ALU-flex duct hoses
Flushing tools - cooling system
Heater hoses
Radiator caps
Radiator hoses
Thermostats
Thermo switches
Waterpumps
Water temperature sensors

STEERING & SUSPENSION
Boots
Mounting kits			
Protection kits
Bushings
Coil springs
Grease
Leaf springs
Power steering pumps
Rack and pinions
Shock absorbers
Spheres - suspension
Stabilizer rods
Standard bearings
Steering columns
Steering parts
Strut bearing kits
Strut bearings
U-bolts
Wheel bearing kits
Wheel hubs

BRAKE SYSTEM
Accessory kits
ABS-rings
ABS sensors
Bleed screws
Brake cables
Brake calipers
Guide tube kits, brake calipers
Pistons
Rep. kits
Brake discs
Brake drums
Brake hoses
Banjo bolts
Clips for brake hoses
Brake pads
Brake pipes
Idlers
Brake shoes
Pressure regulators
Wear indicators
Wheel cylinders

MISCELLANEOUS
Ear clamps
Flashers
Hose clamps
Standard bearings
Trailer cables
Universal gas springs
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Triscan a/s
Engmarken 11, DK-8220 Brabrand
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